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1. Which side of the political spectrum has significantly changed over the years? 

O The Left  O The Right   
 

2. Ten years ago, there were more people with moderate political beliefs in the middle.     O True O False   
 

3. During the Obama years from 2009-2017, which is true? 
O The belief that “African Americans are victims of racial discrimination” grew by leaps and bounds. 
O The belief that “African American success depends on personal responsibility” grew. 

 

4. Our fundamental disagreements primarily drive us apart, such as: 

Does  t__________________exist? 

Does  m________________________ exist? 

Is the  f_____________________ important to society? 

Is the  C_________________________ a good document to look to? 

Is  A________________________ a good place to live? 

Is  f_________________________ important to human flourishing? 
 

❖ What is the best civilization ever in existence?  _____________________________________________________ 
 

5. Who wants to throw out absolute truth? O The Left  O The Right 
 

6. Conservatives know that humans have thrived on these truths for a long time.         O True O False 
 

7. With postmodernism and Progressivism, an individual decides their own reality and determines their own truth.  
 O True  O False 

 

8. Progressivism is a  R_________________________________________ 
 

9. Who is ‘god’ in the religion of Progressivism?  ______________________________________________________ 
 

10. Because Progressivism is a religion, people who disagree with a Progressive’s politically correct views are: 
O fun to debate! 
O blasphemers and heretics and sinners! 
O Nice people with different views! 

 

11. To Progressives, Conservative views are deeply offensive on a spiritual level.     O True  O False 
 

12. Which requires strong critical thinking skills?  O Progressivism  O Conservativism 
 

13. What do we do? 

We fight for t_________________________ 

We l_________________________ our neighbor 

FIGHT FOR TRUTH 
14. As a Christian, where does truth come from?  ______________________________ 

 

15. When you are fighting for Conservative principles in your sphere of influence, you 

must remember that you are not ________________________________. 

16. Conservative ideas are proven by  h___________________________________.  Conservatives have facts to 

back up their beliefs.   
 

Name _______________________________________ 
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LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR 
17. Progressives: O are bad people O have bad ideas O have bad hair 

 

18. Progressives/Leftists think that the poor and needy in our communities should be taken care of by: 
O no one O the government O Christians  O me!  

 

❖ Conservatives think that the poor and needy in our communities should be taken care of by: 
O no one O the government O Christians  O me! 

 

19. The best argument against big government is: 
O people loving their neighbor and doing things to help others, so government’s help is not needed. 
O people protesting against big government so that government will do more. 
O people protesting for more aid to the needy. 

 

QUESTION and ANSWER SESSION 
First question…  

20. Progressives think that society will be “egalitarian” (Men and women completely the same) if feminism wins. But 
does Allie think that there is an actual difference between men and women?  ____________________________ 

 

21. Progressives want: 
O women to gain important positions because they are women, and women have been victims of oppression. 
O women to achieve success due to their own hard work and competence. 

 

22. Conservatives want: 
O women to gain important positions because they are women, and women have been victims of oppression. 
O women to achieve success due to their own hard work and competence. 

More questions… 
23. Conservatives believe that our rights were endowed by __________________________________ 

 

24. If you do not believe in God, then where do your rights come from? ____________________________________ 
 

Last Question about Feminism… 
25. What accounts for the equality that minorities and women have gained over the years? 

O Feminism brought society away from the errors of the founding principles that had denied equal 
rights to certain groups. 
O over time, society grew closer to our original founding principles by including all people in the 
protections of the founding principles. 

 

26. All feminism has done is make people feel guilty about being __________________________________________ 
 

CONSIDER THESE QUESTIONS AFTER YOU VIEW STUCKEY’S MESSAGE 
 

27. Allie mentioned that Postmodern philosophy, which started in the 1940s after WW2, has made its way into 
society.  This belief system is a foundation of Progressivism.  Which of the following beliefs about “the 
fundamentals” reflect Progressive views and which reflect conservative views?  
Select the ones that reflect proper conservative views!  (Pick 6) 

O Each person defines his or her own truth.     
O Truth is defined by God. 
O Morality is oppressive.      
O Morality is an important foundation of liberty. 
O The family of my birth is less important than my place as a global citizen.     
O The family is a foundation of community and society. 
O The Constitution is an evolving document and needs to adapt to evolving values in society.   
O The Constitution protects liberty and shields people from tyranny. 
O America has oppressed minorities and been a force of harm around the world.  
O America’s principles have resulted in tremendous liberty and prosperity.  
O Freedom for me means that I will be free from being around anything that offends me. 
O Freedom for me means I have the liberty to pursue my goals to the extent that I do not encroach on others. 

 
❖ Progressivism is a religion with no grace.  What have ungraceful, tyrannical religions done to people in the past?   


